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Abstract— This paper presents design and manufacturing 

procedure of a tele-operative rescue robot. In most of common 

circumstances that skill rescue robots are mining fortunes, 

urban ruins, imprisoned situations, and blasts. Rescue robots 

were used in the search for victims and survivors after the 

September 11 occurrences in New York City. First, the 

general task to be performed by such a robot is defined, and 

variant kinematic mechanisms to form the basic structure of 

the robot will be discussed. Choosing an appropriate 

mechanism, geometric dimensions, and mass properties will 

be detailed to develop a dynamics model for the system. Next, 

the strength of each component is analyzed to finalize its 

shape. The components are fabricated and assembled together 

with controlling hardware. Two main processors are used 

within the control system of the robot. The operator’s PC as 

the master processor and the laptop installed on the robot as 

the slave processor. This paper propose an mobile Bluetooth 

robot based on Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) which is 

designed for human existence & detection in an unmanned 

area can be done only by an automated system. This system 

proposed a monitoring system using sensors unit and camera 

module to recording, analyze conditions of human body and 

transmit data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During great Japan earthquake disaster, japans rescue robot 

was used for actual disaster site for the first time. Robot 

technologies were used and tested mainly along the sanriku 

coast and at the fukishima diaichi nuclear power plant. 

Disasters can disturb economic and social equilibrium of the 

civilization. Because of high upsurge constructions and other 

manmade structures urban and industrial areas are considered 

to be more susceptible to disasters. Humanitarian search and 

rescue operation can be found in most large scale emergency 

operations. Tele operated robots search and rescue systems 

consists of tethered mobile robots that can navigate deep into 

rubbles to search for victims and to transfer critical on site 

data for rescues to evaluate at a safe spot outside of the 

disaster affected area has gained the interest of many 

emergency response institutions, distributed wireless sensor 

network applied in many different fields including medical, 

civil and environmental research has demonstrated its value 

in conveying data over a large area with high level of power 

efficiency, particularly suitable for the location of search and 

rescue robot in large search field. 

The basic capability of rescue robots should be their 

maneuverability in destructed areas which thoroughly 

depends on their locomotion system and their dimensions. 

Various rescue robots have been designed and manufactured. 

For instance, an autonomous Urban Reconnaissance Robot, 

in the size of 20 Kg, was developed by a research group from 

University of Southern California. PolyBot is an example of 

modular reconfigurable robots, which is a rather small and 

economic prototype, CEDR Ais also a rescue robot with the 

ability to adjust its locomotion system with the terrain on 

which it performs.  The arm will have degree of freedom in 

many directions. At the front at the arm it will have a multi 

jaw gripper attached to accommodate the object of any shape 

or geometry shape. This machine will be electrical power 

assisted and remote operated. Machine also consists of 

robotic arm which will be servo operated and hydraulically 

assisted. At the front multijaw gripper is attached. The DC 

motor used for driving the track system with the help of belt 

drive. The arduino controller is used for giving angular 

motion. The RF module is used control and monitors the 

working of machine. 

Robotics application is used for the search and 

rescue since robot can be deployed in dangerous environment 

without putting human at risk. In this project we are making 

the use of PIR sensor (as a human detector) Wireless 

communication (as a wireless camera, RF module, GPS, 

GSM), Microcontroller (LPC-2148). Robot is controlled by 

using RF technology. We are making the use of wireless 

camera with voice transmission. RF module of Transmitter 

and Receiver both operate at same frequency of 433 MHZ. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, a brief discussion of some of the related work 

is presented; focusing on the used approach and its 

advantages and disadvantages. Remote Operated and 

Controlled Hexapod (ROACH): ROACH is a design that 

provides significant advantages in mobility over wheeled and 

tracked designs. It is equipped with cameras which transmit 

live audio and videos of the disaster site, as well as 

information about locations of objects with respect to the 

robot’s position to the interface on the laptop. The robot is 

constructed by connecting multiple crawler vehicles serially, 

resulting in a long and thin structure so that it can enter 

narrow space. 

System for disasters made up of four parts sensor, 

rescue robot, transmission network, monitoring center. When 

victims are trapped inside debris, it will be difficult to search 

and rescue them quickly. At this situation robots are use that 

can go inside the building and detect if any victim is present 

and then signal the crewmembers for recovery. The purpose 

of using rescue robots is to track the victims in disaster area. 

Disasters come with many obstacles for the rescue team that 

makes it hard for them to reach the victims, for example 

rainstorms, collapsed buildings, obstructions and dangerous 

substances. The rescue team must fast and securely find 

information of the disaster areas, so disaster area is covered 

by mobile rescue robot to rescue people which are injured 

survivor, unconscious survivor etc. 
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III. MECHANISM DESIGN 

There are three major categories of rescue and search robots 

in terms of locomotion system, i.e. wheeled, tracked, and 

legged robots as shown in Fig. 1. The simplest are wheeled 

robots, while tracked robots are used because of their ability 

to move on uneven terrains and their inevitable traction. 

Legged robots can be the most maneuverable, due to their 

high degree of freedom. The number of actuators and sensors 

is relatively high which makes their dynamic analysis and 

modeling more complicated than the former types. 

Consequently, stable control of such systems is more 

difficult, and eventually more expensive. 

Wheeled robots could be considered as the lowest-

priced system to implement for searching flat areas, while 

developing the autonomy of such systems is easier due to its 

simple dynamics. Of course wheeled robots are capable of 

climbing up obstacles depending on the diameter of the 

wheels while a relatively small tracked robot has the same 

capability. The sketch shown in Fig. 2 compares the two 

systems encountering the same obstacle to climb. 

 
Fig. 1: Three major categories of rescue and search robots 

 
Fig. 2: Two types of locomotion encountering the same 

obstacle 

As well as the type of locomotion, the size of a 

mobile rescue robot is also an important issue. In a destructed 

indoor field there may exist some obstacles that cannot be 

passed by any system such as when the walls or the ceiling 

collapses. At this situation, the robot should search for a 

bypass or a way between the obstacles rather than climbing 

over them, which definitely depends on its size. A relatively 

small robot can easily pass a narrow aisle and continue its 

search. It should be noted that stair way is an inseparable part 

of an indoor environment. Whether destructed or not a rescue 

robot should have the ability to climb and move down 

stairways in order to cover the whole area. 

In order to compromise between the two 

contradictory aspects of providing a small robot with 

maneuverability of a larger locomotion system, an 

exceptional mechanism has been developed. This 

mechanism, which includes a base with two expandable 

tracks (arms), enables the robot to resize depending on the 

situation that encounters. Accordingly, these tracks should 

have a minimum length to prevent losing its balance and 

having a steady movement without extra vibrations, Fig. 3. 

However, such lengthy tracks will need a wide area for 

turning, which is rarely reachable in a destructed 

environment, and a compromise between these two aspects is 

also required. 

 
Fig. 3: Minimum length for tracks of the robot 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 4: Transmitter Module 

 
Fig. 5: Receiving Module 
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V. WORKING OF THE SYSTEM 

A. PIR Sensor 

The Passive Infra-Red (PIR) sensor will, under typical 

conditions, detect a human being moving around within 

approximately 10m from the sensor. This is an average value, 

as the actual detection range is between 5m and 12m. As live 

human body emits thermal radiation it is received and 

manipulated by the PIR sensor to detect humans. PIR sensors 

are passive infra-red sensors. It operates at 5V DC. The PIR 

(Passive Infra-Red) Sensor is a pyro electric device that 

detects motion by measuring changes in the infrared (heat) 

levels emitted by surrounding objects. This motion can be 

detected by checking for a sudden change in the surrounding 

IR patterns. When motion is detected the PIR sensor outputs 

a high signal on its output pin. This logic signal can be read 

by a microcontroller or used to drive a transistor to switch a 

higher current load. 

B. Microcontroller Unite 

The microcontroller that is been used is the ARM LPC 2148 

controller. ARM’s are popular with both industrial 

developers and hobbyists alike due to their cheap, easily 

available, large user base, easy to program according to 

application, free development & low cost tools availability, 

and serial programming (and re-programming with flash 

memory) capability. The microcontroller is used to gather the 

data from the sensor unit in real time and compare it with the 

set point (safer level of temp) and transfer the corresponding 

information data to the CPU of control room. It also receives 

commands from the CPU and transfers it to the robot unit for 

its movement. The microcontroller is the core of the 

surveillance robot. 

C. Sensor Unit  

A sensor (also called detector) is a converter that measures a 

physical quantity and converts it into a signal which can be 

read by an observer or by an instrument. PIR sensors are used 

in the project. . PIR sensor is used to detect human. A Passive 

Infra Red sensor (PIR sensor) is an electronic device which 

measures infrared light radiating from objects in its field of 

view. Apparent motion is detected when an infrared source 

with one temperature, such as a human, passes in front of an 

infrared source with another temperature, it detects. It acts as 

a motion detector. 

D. Camera Module  

The camera module consists of a web camera and it is 

mounted on the robot and the video signal is transmitted to 

the receiver at control room. The camera module will transmit 

the video coverage of the paths and thus helping in easier 

mapping of the path to be taken by the rescue team. For real 

time applications, camera of high range is to be used to get 

good clarity and good coverage of area. The function of 

camera also help the robot from getting stuck in a pit as the 

obstacles lying in path is foreseen and required action can be 

taken, thus improving the life of robot in the disaster area. 

Due to which we can observe the robot & we can see live 

vision. The function of camera also help the robot from 

getting stuck in a pit as the obstacles lying in path is foreseen 

and required action can be taken, thus improving the life of 

robot in the disaster area. Due to which we can observe the 

robot & we can see live vision.  

E. Robot Driver Unit  

The robot driver unit is primarily concerned about the 

movement of the robot in x-axis and y-axis. The robot is of 

conveyor belt type as it helps to maneuver over debris and 

rugged terrain. Two DC motors of 200rpm will run the wheels 

of mobile rescue robot. When both the wheels are given with 

positive pulse edge, then robot will moves in forward 

direction. when the supply is reversed mean both the wheels 

are given with negative pulse edge, then it goes in backward 

direction and similarly by varying the negative and positive 

edge, left and right turn can be achieve successfully. The 

selection of supply given to each motor, L293D IC is used. 

This will drive the robot to move in forward, reverse and turn 

left and right.  

F. GSM (Global System for Mobile)  

Circuit diagram of GSM board is shown in the figure. GSM 

Modem needs 5V DC supply. Receiver pin is connected to 

Microcontroller. It receives the Data from master controller 

to transmission data.  

 
Fig. 6: GSM Modem 

VI. PROPOSED OUTPUT 

Hence many life’s can be saved by using this autonomous 

vehicle during an earthquake disaster in a short duration 

which becomes time consuming and unaffected if done 

manually. This vehicle can be improved by using high range 

sensors and high capacity motors. Some more sensors like 

mobile phone detector, metal detector etc. can be 

implemented to make this vehicle more effective.  

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Since this robot is developed on small scale and is still cost 

and energy efficient, its future is bright and wide. Robot can 

further be equipped with speaker or recorder to interact with 

survivor and assure them of nearby help. 
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